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Welcome to your Places for People
Scotland Performance Report
Customer Scrutiny
The Scottish Social Housing Charter sets out
outcomes for customers that the Scottish
Housing Regulator expects us to achieve.
We are passionate about putting people first
and to make sure we have a customer voice
at the heart of this performance report.
We ran 11 online sessions with the help of our
Scrutiny Panel with colleagues presenting
evidence for each section. This helped
us to understand what we were doing right
and where we can make improvements.
If you would like to get involved with making
a difference and scrutinising our services,
please find out more here
Get involved | Ways to get involved |
Castle Rock Edinvar

We have set out the
highlights and areas for
improvement as well as
the key performance and
satisfaction statistics for
April 2020 to March 2021.
We will be working with
the Scrutiny Panel on
these improvements
in the coming months.
Scottish Housing Regulator
You can read about our performance on the
Scottish Housing Regulator’s site including
their reports on our performance; how we
compare with others; our full Charter return;
and our audited accounts. You can access all
the information here
Castle Rock Edinvar Housing Association Ltd |
Scottish Housing Regulator
Or contact us on 0131 657 0600 or
if you need help getting the information.
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We delivered as much as we possibly
could while protecting both our
colleagues and customers from the
risks of coronavirus. I am incredibly
proud of how our teams responded
to the pandemic.

A warm welcome from

04

Tom
Norris
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Some of our key
highlights are:
Last year was an incredibly challenging year
for society as a whole as the coronavirus
pandemic closed down large parts of our
lives. During the year, our services reflected
the Scottish Government guidance and
we delivered as much as we possibly could
while protecting both our colleagues and
customers from the risks of coronavirus.
I am incredibly proud of how our teams
responded to the pandemic and I’d like to
thank customers for the patience you have
shown during the pandemic.

• We made 6,500 welfare calls to customers
during the pandemic.
• We prioritised calls to customers
who needed them most and supported
customers who needed our help.
• We quickly adapted our services so
our colleagues could work from home.
• We delivered repairs services within the
Scottish government guidelines and managed
to deliver 15,626 repairs over the year.
• We’ve increased our investment budget
by 20% over the coming years which, next
year will deliver:
– 118 new kitchens
– 144 bathrooms replacements
– 460 heating upgrades
– Structural work to 146 properties
– 1,281 fire safety measures
– Compliance work to 1,291 homes.
• Over the next three years we are investing
£93.2 million in new housing. This will create
1,196 new homes for people to live in.
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81% of customers told us that they are
satisfied with our overall services and
the key things that matter to you are good
repairs and the quality of your home.
We know that a good overall customer
service, affordable rents and well-kept
neighbourhoods are important to you.
We’re listening to what our customers
and our scrutiny panel are saying about
our services and are determined to keep
improving our services for you.

Tom Norris
Managing Director Scotland
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Equalities

The Scottish Social Housing Charter
says that social landlords perform
all aspects of their housing services
so that every tenant and other
customer has their individual needs
recognised, is treated fairly and with
respect, and receives fair access
to housing and housing services.
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• We have good insight on individual customer
needs including their preferences on how
they get in touch and access our services.
This can be recorded on our system using
flags on a range of needs including
communication, disability, and where others
are acting on their behalf. This can help to
tailor the service we provide for customers.
• Customers can choose how they access
services and information, and this means
they don’t have to rely on being online.
• We record if any complaints have an
equalities issue. We do everything we can
to support customers with their complaint
and ensure we meet specific needs.
• In our Older Persons Services, we have set out
a tailored approach (flow chart on the right)
to help provide services to our older customers.
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• Colleagues have access to a range
of equalities training courses. We also
participated in special events such as to
mark National Inclusion Week. The events
included sessions on neurodiversity,
intersectionality, LGBT+, Trans experience
in the workplace, and Black History Month.

Understanding
requirements and
needs of existing
and new customers

Active tenancy
engagement and
participation

Promotion and training
around digital and
use of technology

Flexible housing options
for varying needs

Installation of aids
and adaptations

New build programme
attractive to older people

Scrutiny improvements
Customers would like us to improve our
equality data collection, to make sure all
colleagues complete equalities training and
refresher courses when needed. It is also
important we take action where we find
we haven’t made reasonable adjustments
to meet our customers’ needs.
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Communication

The Scottish Social Housing
Charter says that social landlords
manage their businesses so that
tenants and other customers find
it easy to communicate with their
landlord and get the information
they need about their landlord,
how and why it makes decisions
and the services it provides.

87%

of customers in a survey
tell us that we are good
at keeping them informed
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• Customers can choose how they
communicate with us and that includes
online and other methods.
• There has been a change in preferred
methods of communication and there are
differences across age groups. There is an
increase in preference for email and SMS
text messages.
• This year we increased the number
of emails we hold for customers from
70% to 72% and the number of customers
registered with online services has
increased by 315 in the last year.
• Colleagues have been offered accredited
training to meet our people promise which
says we use plain English in our letters,
website, and emails.

Older persons service
• Wi-Fi is provided at all 12 retirement and
six amenity developments, which is included
as part of the service charges to remove
barriers to getting online. Wi-Fi is provided
as standard in all newly built homes
for older customers. On average we
have 600 individual customer devices
connected to the communal Wi-Fi across
all developments.

Scrutiny improvements
Customers would like us to:

• We have partnered with ACE IT, Ability Net
and Midlothian Volunteering to provide
customers with free digital training.
Working with We Are Digital, we also
provided free one to one training sessions
to customers who would like to improve
their digital skills and build their
confidence online.

• Set up a customer communications
panel to advise on the newsletters
and improvements.

• Notice boards within developments have
been useful to share information about
coronavirus safety measures and keep
customers informed. These were displayed
in communal areas.
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• Improve the way we communicate
across all services.
• Consider regular customer newsletters.
• Make sure printed versions of documents
are sent to customers with no email.
• Increase the number of email addresses
that we hold for customers to 75%.

• Work on digital inclusion for all customers,
not to just focus on older people.
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Participation

The Scottish Social Housing
Charter says that social landlords
manage their businesses so that
tenants and other customers find it
easy to participate in and influence
their landlord’s decisions at a level
they feel comfortable with.

90%

of customers in a survey told
us they were happy with the
opportunities to get involved
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• The local opportunities for getting
involved last year were:
– Scrutiny
– Older persons forum
– Podcast
– Community Membership
– Talkback
– Tenants’ and residents’ associations
– Consultations
– National Customer Group.
• Two of our customers are members
of the Places for People National
Customer Group.
• Awareness of customer involvement
activities is high but the desire to
participate is quite low with only 12%
of customers looking to get involved.
• Customer involvement meetings have
been held online using Zoom, Microsoft
Teams and WhatsApp. This has increased
participation and improved accessibility.
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Scrutiny improvements
• Customers would like us to:
• Increase participation by:
– Advertising all the options
for customers to participate
and actively promote these.
– Helping to set up customer
involvement groups.
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Quality of housing

The Scottish Social Housing
Charter says that social landlords
manage their businesses so that
tenants’ homes, as a minimum,
meet the Scottish Housing Quality
Standard (SHQS) when they are
allocated; are always clean, tidy
and in a good state of repair; and
also meet the Energy Efficiency
Standard for Social Housing
(EESSH) by December 2020.

85%

of customers in a survey said
they were satisfied with the
quality of their home
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• Our monthly telephone survey with new
customers to measure their satisfaction was
93.8% which is above the target of 85%.
Empty homes
• During last year, we prepared 463 empty
homes for re-let.
• We have seen an increase in very poor
condition of properties when people move
out. This means it takes longer to re-let
the property and has also increased the
average cost for each empty home.
• We follow a Home Pledge Standard, and
we take photos before and after the repairs
are completed in empty homes.
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Scottish Housing Quality
Standards (SHQS)
• Our SHQS compliance to ensure homes
are energy efficient, safe and secure, not
seriously damaged, and have kitchens and
bathrooms that are in good condition has
improved, with the number of failures
down 50%.
• By the end of the year, 23 homes still need
work which will be completed in 2021–22,
424 were exempt and 46 were suspended
due to customer preference and other
reasons. These will all be reviewed.

Energy Efficiency Standard for Social
Housing (EESSH)
• By the end of the year 5,359 homes
met the standard with 732 still to meet
the standard and 146 were exempt.
Scrutiny improvements
Customers would like more information on
planned improvements in the coming year.
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Repairs, maintenance
and improvements

The Scottish Social Housing
Charter says that social landlords
manage their businesses so that
tenants’ homes are well maintained,
with repairs and improvements
carried out when required, and
tenants are given reasonable
choices about when work is done.

78%

of customers in a survey who’s
had a repair carried out in
the last 12 months said they
were satisfied
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• In our monthly telephone surveys,
96.2% of customers were satisfied with
responsive repairs; 97% for gas servicing
and 98.5% for electrical testing.
• We achieved a fixed first-time rate
of 95.51% against the 1,603 repairs
that fall into this category.
• We attended 99.64% of appointments
scheduled in with our teams.

Emergency repairs
• We aim to attend to emergency repairs in
the list below within four hours. Emergency
repairs include:
– complete loss of power
– insecure property
– structurally unsafe buildings
– damage to electrics or ceiling
after severe leaks
– the smoke detector or carbon
monoxide detector is activated.
• Other emergencies such as no heating
or hot water, or a blocked toilet, have a new
target of 24 hours and these are completed
on average in 12 hours.
• Last year we attended to 15,626 repair jobs
and 61% of these were emergency repairs.
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Routine repairs
• We make sure all routine repairs are
attended to within our 12 days target.
• Last year we attended to 6,151 routine
repairs in an average of 7.8 days.
• We dealt with mainly communal and external
repairs due to coronavirus restrictions.
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Impact of coronavirus restrictions
Some repairs were cancelled during the
first and second lockdowns in March and
December 2020. As a result, we ended up
with a backlog of repairs from follow on
work on emergency and escalated repairs.
We cleared this backlog in July 2021 and
now our repair service is back to normal.
Access for gas and electrical
safety checks
Coronavirus had an impact on our access
rates for essential safety checks. We were
either refused access, or no-one was home
for 1,796 gas servicing appointments. The no
access rate was 52%, which is approximately
676 visits, for electrical testing appointments.

Improvement work
• Improvement work includes roof and render
work; kitchen and bathrooms; heating
installations gas and electric; solar panel
installations; window and door replacements
lift installations; and our innovation work
on decarbonisation.
• We make decisions for the annual work
programme based on the data we hold
about each property. This data comes from
inspections and records of previous work.

• The original programme was costed at
£7.3 million and the revised programme
at £6.5 million.
• Our work had to be focused on external
and communal improvements due to the
pandemic, and we spent £4.7 million.
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Maintenance
• This covers stair cleaning, grounds
maintenance, statutory compliance
servicing and painting.
• The programme budget was £2.2 million
and because of the impact of coronavirus
the end of year spend was £1.9 million.

Scrutiny improvements
• Customers want us to encourage them
to get in touch and to make complaints
when the service falls below standards.
This will help us to understand where
we are going wrong and take action
to improve the repairs service.
• Customers would like to be involved in
scrutinising lessons from complaints and
service improvements. This can feed into
the National Service Improvement Group.
• Colleagues will work with the
Communications Group that the Scrutiny
Panel want to set up. We will work with
them to understand why we have access
issues, and how we can improve planning
and communication.
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Estate management,
anti-social behaviour,
neighbour nuisance
and tenancy disputes

The Scottish Social Housing
Charter says social landlords,
working in partnership with other
agencies, help to ensure as far
as reasonably possible that tenants
and other customers live in
well-maintained neighbourhoods
where they feel safe.

83%

of customers in a survey said
they were satisfied with
the management of the
neighbourhood they live in
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Estate management
• Our stair cleaning and landscape
maintenance is outsourced to contractors.
The procurement process is 60% on quality
and 40% on price. The contractors provide
additional ‘community benefit’ to our
neighbourhoods and some examples
include fitting external waste bins, helping
customers take part in community
‘in bloom’ events, and community clean ups.
• The current stair cleaning contractor is
SCS and the annual cost for stair cleaning
is £480,000 covering 279 of our developments.
• The current landscaping contractor is
Continental and the annual cost for landscaping
is 330,000 covering 168 developments.
• Both contractors work to agreed specifications
and standards and this is inspected and
monitored by the contractor, our inspectors,
and grounds maintenance consultant.
We also rely on feedback from customers.

Anti-social behaviour (ASB), neighbour
nuisance and tenancy disputes
• There was an increase in ASB cases of
51 (22%) with a large rise during lockdown
in March 2020 and we saw an increase in
neighbour related contacts of 1,631 (67%).
• Our high priority 1-day response time
was 100% on target and we carried out high
risk home visits with Police Scotland.
• The medium priority 5-day response
time remained at 96% on target.
• Our 28-day response time decreased
from 90% to 85%.
• The pressures on public services such as
the police, social workers and the courts
impacted on our ability to manage cases.
• We continued to work in partnership
with others, including:
– Police Scotland
– Mediation, addiction and homeless services
– Vow Project (Violent Offenders Watch)
and Aid & Abet.
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• Cheryl Neill is a team leader in the housing
team covering Edinburgh. Cheryl won Police
Scotland’s ‘Policing Partner of the Year’
for a initiative working with community
officers to provide support and intervention
to reduce serious ASB in one neighbourhood.
As a result of Cheryl’s work, this substantially
reduced ASB and increased wellbeing, trust
and confidence amongst local residents.
Scrutiny recommends
Customers would like to see us improving
satisfaction and had ideas on how we could
do this:
• Improve communication by making
the estate management specifications
available to customers.
• Colleagues need to be more visible
and proactive.
• To take a closer look at noise complaints
and possible design solutions.
• Review policy and procedures
with customers.
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Housing options

The Scottish Social Housing
Charter says social landlords work
together to ensure that people
looking for housing get information
that helps them make informed
choices and decisions about the
range of housing options available
to them. People at risk of losing
their homes get advice on
preventing homelessness. Tenants
and people on housing lists can
review their housing options.
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• We share information in the following
ways and don’t rely on digital only for
better accessibility:
– Website
– Email and phone enquiries
– Sign posting to other organisations.
• We are members of Edindex common
housing register for Edinburgh and we
have own common housing register for
East Lothian, Midlothian and West Lothian
and applications are reviewed every year
for both.

• Changes in customers’ circumstances are
easily updated and changes can be made
by customers themselves online.
• Our lettings team gives information and
advice to customers on homelessness,
and we also refer people to local councils
and others for specialist advice.
• Our colleagues are available to give
information and advice on housing options
and we have information on our website.
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Access to housing

The Scottish Social Housing
Charter says people looking for
housing find it easy to apply for
the widest choice of social housing
available and get the information
they need on how the landlord
allocates homes and their
prospects of being housed.
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• We are members of The City of Edinburgh
Council run Edindex along with the other
housing associations in Edinburgh. Customers
only need to complete one application.
• The Edindex website has a full range of
information and our own Home Search site
for other council areas launched last year
has a useful ‘help’ facility.
• We use our Community Facebook pages
to share what properties are available.
• Our customers can apply for mutual
exchanges and transfers.
• Our lets for the past three years are
detailed below. The total lets last year
are lower than previous years because
of the number of months where lockdown
restrictions meant we couldn’t let properties.
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Source of let

2019

2020

2021

Existing customers

27

27

62

Applicants

184

147

131

Mutual exchanges

56

45

33

Nominations

15

128

99

Homeless applications

238

231

133

Other sources

60

44

34

Total

580

622

492
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Tenancy sustainment

The Scottish Social Housing
Charter says social landlords
ensure that tenants get the
information they need on how to
obtain support to remain in their
home; and ensure suitable support
is available, including services
provided directly by the landlord
and by other organisations.
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• We have a risk-based approach for our
support, and we focus on customers
who need the most support to sustain
their tenancies.

• 57% of referrals are for women; 80% have
a vulnerability (physical or mental health,
addiction, previously homeless, first
tenancy); and 20% are over pension age.

• We engaged with 154 new customers
who were at high risk and 104 existing
customers who were at a lower risk
of tenancy failure.

• 60% of our cases are in Edinburgh,
16% West Lothian, 13% Midlothian
and rest spread around other areas.

• We use housing management support,
and refer to financial inclusion team,
access the Scottish Welfare Fund, refer
to social work and other specialist
agencies, and provide practical solutions
through our tenancy sustainment fund
including issuing starter packs.
• Our Financial Inclusion Team provide a
range of tailored services including energy,
money, debt and benefits advice, benefits
appeals representation.
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Activity

2020 to 2021

Total referrals

1,036

Total financial gain for customers

£2,089,811

• The sustaining tenancies budget was
underspent with £17,256 spent from
a total of £50,000. This was due to reduced
lets during lockdown as well as difficulties
in arranging deliveries of white goods,
carpet fittings and so on due to the lockdown.
• Adaptations help customers stay
independent, improve their quality of life,
and allows them to stay in their own homes.
We apply for funding from the Scottish
Government and the City of Edinburgh
Council for medical adaptations to
customers’ homes. We also top up
this money with our own budget.
• Last year we completed 196 adaptations
with £33,000 funded by us and £334,000
from grant funding from the Scottish
Government and City of Edinburgh Council.
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Value for money

The Scottish Social Housing
Charter says that social landlords
manage all aspects of their
businesses so that tenants, owners
and other customers receive
services that provide continually
improving value for the rent and
other charges they pay.

86%

of customers in a survey said
they feel the rent for their
property represents value
for money
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Our performance
Adhering to coronavirus safety measures
had an impact on the availability of our
colleagues and the level of service we were
able to provide in certain areas. As a result,
we were not always able to meet some
of our performance targets.

2019

2020

2021

Target

Total losses from empty homes

0.70%

0.71%

1.96%

1.35%

Average repair cost for each empty property

£1,577

£2,516

£2,096

£2,555

Average re-let times

24 days

22 days

47 days

22.5 days

Current arrears

4.24%

4.66%

5.29%

3.65%

Void loss
During the national lockdown all letting
activities were paused whilst properties were
still being handed back to us. We saw void
loss increase from 0.71% to 1.96%. The
lettings process of advertising, verifying new
customers, and signing them up has been
streamlined and been supplemented by
additional resources to reduce both the void
loss and re-let times of empty properties.
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Arrears and bad debts
Current arrears increased from 4.66% to 5.29%
due to some customers struggling to pay.
We are committed to help prevent our
customers falling into debt and provide advice,
support and guidance to customers whose
arrears are increasing. Our income collection
team manually review increasing cases to
ensure every effort to contact the customer
is in place, and arrange potential personal
visits by themselves or other teams. We have
a fund to help assist those customers at risk
of eviction who are genuinely trying to resolve
the issue, making payment and every effort
they possibly can to sustain their tenancy.
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Rents and service charges

The Scottish Social Housing
Charter says that social landlords
set rents and service charges in
consultation with their tenants and
other customers so that a balance is
struck between the level of services
provided, the cost of the services,
and how far current and prospective
tenants and service users can afford
them. Tenants get clear information
on how rent and other money
is spent, including details of any
individual items of expenditure
above thresholds agreed between
landlords and tenants.
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How is rent spent
The illustration below shows how each
£1 of rent is broken down in pence:

2019–20

2019–20

Housing management

12

11

Service charge

7

8

Rent losses from bad debt

1

1

Routine maintenance

15

15

Planned maintenance

10

10

Major repairs investment

24

14

Depreciation

9

11

Interest charges

4

3

Available for reinvestment

18

27

11
27
3

8

1

15
11
14
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Housing management
This is the cost of staff who provide lettings,
income collection, tenancy management
and support services including office
administration and equipment costs. It also
includes senior management, finance and
human resource functions.
Service charge
This is a charge in addition to the rent for
provision of a specific service. For example,
the cost of an onsite member of staff in an
older person development would be charged
only to each property within that
development. When we measure affordability
of rents, we include any service charges.
Rent loss from bad debt
Money that is due to us in rent that we
have been unable to collect. An example
would be rent arrears owed by current
and former customers.
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Routine maintenance
Often referred to as day-to-day repairs,
reported by customers and staff. These
are not planned as we can’t anticipate
where repairs will be required.
Planned maintenance
Repairs and servicing that we know we
will complete during the year. Examples are
annual gas servicing and electrical testing.
Major repairs investment
These are projects that we have identified
to improve our homes. Examples are our
window, heating, kitchen and bathroom
replacement programmes. It also includes
any work to bring our properties up to energy
efficiency standards.
Investment in existing properties — the
national lockdown affected our ability to
deliver our major repairs investment
programme and we under delivered by
20% in 2020 to 2021. The investment budget
for next year has been re-established and
increased by 20% in subsequent years
to allow us to make sure any areas which
weren’t delivered as a consequence of the
pandemic are delivered over the coming
three years.
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Depreciation
When we have made a long term investment
into improving a property, rather than
recording the full value of this cost in a single
year we spread it over the period whereby we
receive the benefit of the asset. As an example,
the cost of £2,000 to replace a kitchen would
be spread over 20 years at £100 per year.
Interest charges
When we borrow money we have to pay
interest on our loan, in the same way as
any individual would do with a mortgage.

Available for reinvestment
Cash generated from our rental income that
we directly invest in building new homes and
investing in existing homes. Any money left
over from our rental income, after paying all
our costs, is available to spend on building
new homes and improvements. We delivered
new build homes across ten local authority
areas this year, with more than £23 million of
Scottish Government grant funding invested
in over 500 affordable new build homes.
Rent Affordability
Since 2018 we have used the Scottish
Federation of Housing Associations (SFHA)
affordability tool for our affordability tests on
rents. A ‘moderate incomes’ approach using
income data just above the level that would
make households typically eligible for Housing
Benefit has been developed. The lowest 30%
of earnings is the benchmark, then adjustments
are made for differences between single
households, families, and pensioners.
Our aim is to balance rents for customers
and align their rents to 30% of their income.
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Rent Consultation
We invited feedback from customers on a
proposed 2.1% rent increase from 1 April 2021.
The consultation took place from 6 January
to 20 January 2021 using an email campaign
and the welfare calls. The consultation
paper was posted on the website with paper
copies available.
391 customers completed the survey which
is an increase from the consultation last year
(305). 66 (17%) customers agreed with a rent
increase. 325 (83%) did not agree. This is the
same feedback as last year: yes — 52 (17%);
no — 253 (83%). The majority of those
objecting to the increase expressed concerns
the impact of coronavirus and reduced
services during lockdown.

Rent increase April 2021
2.1% was proposed and 2% was agreed.
The 2% rise represents an increase of £6.78
a month or £1.56 a week on average.
The increase is comparable to those planned
by similar sized housing associations and
follows guidance from the Scottish Housing
Regulator which asks registered social
landlords to balance affordability and the ability
to deliver services and manage properties.
Retail Price Index
Our rent increase can be up to a maximum
of inflation plus 1%. We use the September’s
retail price index (RPI):

Retail Prince Index (RPI)
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Rent increase

September 2016

1.0%

2017–18

2.0%

September 2017

2.0%

2018–19

3.0%

September 2018

3.0%

2019–20

2.5%

September 2019

2.5%

2020–21

2.4%

September 2020

1.1%

2021–22

2.1%
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Places work
when they work
for everyone
Visit placesforpeoplescotland.co.uk
Call 0131 657 0600
Email customer@castlerockedinvar.co.uk
@pfpscotland

Places for People Scotland
1 Hay Avenue, Edinburgh, EH16 4RW
A
32Scottish Charity No. SC006035

